Reliability and Reproducibility of Pigment Epithelial Detachment Volume Measurements in AMD Using a New Tool: ReVAnalyzer.
To describe and present the reliability and reproducibility of a new software, Retinal Volume Analyzer (ReVAnalyzer), for pigment epithelium detachment (PED) volume quantification. This is a retrospective study including patients with PEDs secondary to exudative age-related macular degeneration (AMD). Macular volume scans on spectral-domain optical coherence tomography on enhanced depth imaging mode were performed in all eyes. Image batches were then exported in .xml format to the ReVAnalyzer software. A semiautomated PED volume measurement was performed by three independent readers (RBG, VC, OS) twice, at the beginning and end of a 15-day period. Bland-Altman assessment for agreement was used to compare intra- and interobserver observations. Twenty eyes of 20 patients presenting with PED were analyzed. Bland-Altman analysis indicated a good agreement between inter- and intraobserver measurements. The intraclass correlation coefficient for intraobserver PED volume measurements and between the three observers (interobserver) was greater than 0.99, demonstrating high reproducibility and consistency of the methodology. ReVAnalyzer is a reliable tool that can assist in the analysis of PED volume with high reproducibility. This type of specific retinal volume analysis can be of help for monitoring disease activity and therapeutic response in AMD. [Ophthalmic Surg Lasers Imaging Retina. 2019;50:e242-e249.].